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ABSTRACT

From the decaying plasma (stationary afterglow) in the mixture of He, Ar and Hi (or D2)
we determined the overall recombination rate constant (a^;) of the recombination of H3+ and
DjT ions with electrons at thermal energies. We observed dependence of recombination rate
coefficients on partial pressure of hydrogen (and deuterium), which indicates that observed
recombination is the three-body process proceeding most probably via formation of long lived
intermediate slate. From the obtained data we concluded that binary dissociative
recombination of Hj~ and Df ions with electrons is very slow with rate coefficient «DR <

3 x 10"'' cm3 s 1 and OUR < 6* 10"' enr' s'', respectively.

1. Introduction

Experimental and theoretical studies of dissociative recombination (DR) of Hj+ and D3"
ions have been pursued for many years. The reason is in importance of H3* in astrophysics
[1-7] and il is one of the few polyatomic ions that can be treated Iheoretically. Calculations of
the molecular slates of both ions clearly indicate that the curve-crossing mechanism cannot be
operative. The early microwave-afterglow experiments [8] showed that H] recombines with
"normal" recombination rate coefficients a » l-3*10"7 cm3s-l. Persson and Brown in 1955
carried out measurements [9] in high purity stationary afterglow and they obtained very low
value of the recombination coefficient a = 3x10"* em's"1. Later in seventies several afterglow
and beam experiments were carried out that yielded the recombination rate coefficient for this
reaction of the order 2-^3* 10"' em's'1 at 300 K. However, in 1984 Adams el at. [10] obtained
in FALP apparatus the recombination rate for this reaction a =s 2* 10"" c m V . Amano in 1990
[11], usine an infrared spectroscopic absorption technique in slationary afterglow, obtained a
= 1.8*10 c m V at 273 K. Important was that Amano specified the vibrational stale of
recombining ions, namely as ground stale ions, Hj*(v=0). In order (0 solve this discrepancy,
new FALP apparatus was built at University of Rennes in France (FALP-MS) [12], they
obtained a= l.5xI0"7 em's'1 for H3~ with a low degree of vibrational excitation v<2 and a-
l.lxl 0"7 cmV1 lor ground state ions H3

T(v=0) at 650 K. In 1993 Smith and SpanSI using the
FALP system found the value a= (1-2)* 10"8 cmV1 for HV(v=0) at 300 K. [13,14]. In 1995
Oougousi el al. [15] made a new FALP study of the recombination of Hj* ion. They
suggested that the H.s* recombination might proceed via three-body process that involves the
formation of autoionising Rydberg stales. The values of rate coefficients obtained in several
beam experiments are also dispersed over one order of magnitude. Theoretical studies give
values of rate coefficients below 10s em's"1.

2. Experiment and data analyses

In our sludies of recombination of HC and Df ions wilh electrons we used the apparatus
of stationary afterglow type - Advanced Imegrated Stationary Afterglow (AISA). The main
pan of AISA is a large cylindrical slainless-sleel UHV discharge chamber [16-18] (40 cm
long with diameter 40 cm) cooled 10 below -40T during the measurements (see Figure 1).
Purified He was used as a butler gas (impurity level < 0.1 ppm). The plasma was periodically
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generated by pulses of microwave power (~ 1 kW, 0.2-2 ms pulses and repetition period 40-
100 ms). The Hf and D3+ ions are produced in the sequence of ion molecule reactions, which
are following formation of parent ions during the period of active discharge. We are using
"suitable" mixtures of He-Ar-H2 and He-Ar-Do to optimise this formation. In this mixture
there is majority of He (-99%), admixture of Ar (up to 1%) and carefully controlled small
number densities of H2 or D2.

The electron number density (n,,) was determined from Langmuir probe measurements
(18 urn in diameter and 7 mm in length). For experimental details see e.g. Refs. [13-17]. The
plasma composition was monitored by a mass spectrometer working in "integral" and "time
resolved" regime.

In the Figure 2 are plotted examples
of the integral spectra obtained by
sampling ions over several cycles in
mixture of He-Ar, He-Ar-H2 and He-
Ar-Di respectively. These spectra are
giving information about ions present
in the plasma. Note that Ar~,
ArH7ArD+ and H3

+/D3
+ ions are

major components of the spectra. In
some spectra also traces of H3O+ and
eventually also NiH+ and ArUj* (or
corresponding deuteraled species)
were observed. We realize the
complication of the relation between
the obtained spectrum and real ionic

Figure!. Schematic viewof the Advanced Integrated Stationary composition in the centre of the
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Figure 2. Integral mass spcclra oblained in He-Ar. Figure .1. The time resolved mass spcclra obtained fur
He-Ar -H ; and He-Ar -D ; mixture, respectively. [H;] = 2.65* 10" cm" . / i s the relative population of Hi ' .

In Figure 3 are plotted lime resolved speclra and fraction/ corresponding to relative ionic
population of Hj* as obtain from the measurements and from the calculation.



Because of quasi-neutrality of the plasma RHS of the balance equation describing decay
of the plasma can be written as a sum of terras corresponding to recombination of Hf ions,
recombination of "impurity ions" and common ambipolar diffusion term:

i ^ = - * [ / H « - v » - v „ . (1)
dt ' " '

Here the recombination of electrons with Hj+ is accounted for by first term on RHS -
a[Hj~]nc. Last term on the RHS is the loss term for the electrons due to the formation of
"impurity ions" and their fast recombination. If we assume that in decaying plasma there is
fraction f = fit) = [Hj*]/nt. of recombining H3* ions (for experiment with 63* is situation
similar) the balance equation can be rewritlen to the form (using »„' for dnjcil):

- i = » +kk±2i) (2)

Introduced «^••(/)= aflt) represents the effective rate coefficient of the processes in which
loss of charged particles is proportional to the n,2. If ctcfflj) can be considered as a constant,
the plot of-«,.'/«/ versus \/ne should be linear with slope given by (vj> + vB).

3. Results and discussion

In a He-Ar-H? (or D2) mixture we measured the "de-ionisation rate", a^r, in the plasma
containing H3* (or Df) ions. The examples of measured values of nAi) obtained in He-Ar-D2
mixture are plotted in (he upper panel of Figure 4; a dependence of the decay of the plasma on
[D2] is evident. In the lower panel of Figure 4 reciprocal values l/ne(t) are plotted, these plots
are used in standard analyses for calculation of a,,//-. The example of "advance analyse" plots,
(-«,'/"/- ii/n«) versus l/nn are given in Figure 5.

60
Figure 5. Advanced analysis. Dependence of the decay of
Dx dominated afterglow on concentration of LK Note that

Figure 4. Upper panel: The measured time dclull in llic insert is piotrcd in linear S«:HIC.
evolutions of the electron number density. ".('I. i»
D;' doinirifttcd afterglow. Ac indicate the ücc.iy
curve corresponding to plasma dorn tinned b> Ar
tons. Lower panel: The corresponding values of
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We observe that the rate coefficients of recombination of H3* and Df ions with electrons
are dependent on [H2] and [DJ, respectively. Obtained acg for the recombination of Hj~ and
Df are plotted in left and right panel of Figure 6, respectively. Since only three-body
recombination have been observed we concluded that the binary channels (dissociative
recombination) are negligible. From our study follows that for astronomy fundamental binary
dissociative recombination of Hj+ ions with electrons is very slow process (at ~ 270 K) - with
rate coefficient ans< 3xlO'9cm3s"'. For the rate coefficient of dissociative recombination of
Dj* ions with electrons (at ~ 230 K) we obtained limit arm < 6X10"' cm3 s"'. The results are in
accordance with theoretical predictions for the dissociative recombination (see refs. [19,20]
and references there in). For detailed discussion see also our previous papers [16,17,18],
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Figure 6. Lcii panel: Dependence of observed £<.yy(rV) on [H, ]. Right pane!: Dependence of observe
on [D;]. Included are also previous results of Laube et al. [21], Gougousi et til.[l5]. Canosa et ol [ 12] and
Amanofl 1].
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